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SUMMARY

This is an analysis of the miae en abyme effect in E.A.

Poe's "The fali of the house of Usher." The paper starts with

the identification of the Nietzschean concepts of the

Apollinian and Dionysian facets of art, relates them to Gnostic

forces of attraction and repuleion, and then compares them to

elements of Poe's philosophy of composition. The paper goes on

to point out a pre-Formalist notion of arrangement in Poe, and

eventually focueee on the mirroring effect which is central to

the tale. André Gide'8 comments on miae en abyme,and Lucien

Dallenbach's study of Gide's concept, are submitted to close

scrutiny. ThiB examination shows that both the French writer

and the systematizer of his ideas were wrong when they dismissed

"The fali of the house of Usher" as an imperfect example of

miae en abyme.
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RESUMO

Esta é uma análise do efeito de miae en abyme no conto

"The fali of the house of Usher," de E.A. Poe. 0 artigo começa

com a identificação dos conceitos Nietzscheanos das facetas a-

polínea e dionisíaca da arte, relaciona-as ãs forças gnosticas

de atração e repulsão, e então compara-as a elementos da filo

sofia de composição de Poe. 0 artigo releva uma noção de arran

jo pré-formalista em Poe, e termina por focalizar o efeito de

espelho que é central no conto. Os comentários de André Gide

sobre miae en abyme e o estudo de Lucien Dallenbach sobre o

conceito de Gide são submetidos a um exame cuidadoso. Tal exa

me mostra que ambos o escritor francês e o sistematizador de

suas idéias estavam errados ao rejeitarem "The fali of the

house of Usher" como um exemplo imperfeito de myee en abyme.
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The mirror in the mirror in the mirror

By looking at the images in the tarn, the Narrator in

"The fali of the house of Usher" seems to repeat Narcissus'

myth . But while Narcissus was enamored with his own

appearance, he has decided to know his true nature as it is a

result of his interaction with reality. The Narrator's gaze is

an infraction of the natural order of the lake/mirror which sets

off a mirroring structured narrative. His trip towards the

origin of the reflections is the probation the hero must

undergo before ascending to Heaven; it is the painful quest for

the Self.

The mirror

The first reflection is represented by the exterior of the

anthropomorphic house with its "vaeant eye like windowe," whose

contemplation the Narrator "ean compare to no earthly eenaation

more properly than to the after-dream of the reveller upon opium

- the bitter lapee into every-day life - the hideoue dropping

off of the veil "(231). .It is the veil of mãyã, the illusion,

that hid the Narrator's condition of prisoner of the dullness

of everydayness and that now he tears to pieces.

In The birth of tragedy (1872), Nietzsche claims that

when the veil of illusion is torn, the primordial unity of the

universe and the I is revealed. The concept of mãyã is applied

to "the eense-world of manifold phenomena heid in Vedanta to

aonoeal the unity of the absoluta being " (Webeter'e New
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Collegiate Diotionary, 1979). Developed probably between 1500

B.C and 500 B.C, Vedanta is "an orthodox eystem of Bindu

philoeophy developing eep. in a quantified moniam the

apeeulationa of the Upaniahada on ultimate reality and the

liberation of the eoul" (Vebeter'a New Collegiate Diotionary,

1979).

Nietzsche equates miyã with the Apollinian aspect of

art - "the dream world," where, according to Lueretius, the

glorious divine figures first appeared to the souls of men:

The beautiful illusion of the dream worlde, in the
creation of whieh avery man ie truly an artiat, ia the
prerequieite of ali piastic art (...). In our dreams
we delight in the immediate underatanding of figurea;
aU forme apeak to ue; there ia nothing unimportant or
euperfluoue. But even when thia dream reality ia moat
intenae, we atill have, glimmering through it, the
eeneation that it ie meré appearanee (...).'

Apollo, the deity of light, is also ruler over the illusion of

the inner world of fantasy, and image of the prinoipium

individuationia.

In opposition to the Apollinian, Nietzsche identified the

Dionysian side of art as an intoxication, which is a mixture of

the terror that seizes man as he is "dumfounded by the oognitive

form of phenomena" and the ecptasy that wells from the

prinoipium individuationia.

Although he ascribed the Apollinian and the Dionysian

mainly to the Attic tragedy, Nietzsche claims that they are

artiatio energiea whieh burat forth from nature herself,
without the mediation of the human artiat - (...) firat
in the intelleetual attitude or the artiatio oulture of
any aingle being; and then ae intoxieated reality, whieh
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likewiae doea not heed the aingle unity, but even aeeka
to deatroy the individual and redeem him by a myetie
feeling of oneness.3

10.

In Nietzschean terms, from the dialectical shock between the

Apollinian illusion and the Dionysian intoxication, truth is

generated and the individual is reborn, and is at once nauseated

with the intromission of everyday reality. This náusea is the

effect of knowledge, for knowledge inhibits action, as the

individual understands that his actions eannot alter the eternal

order of the universe. The Nietzschean concept of the tragic

presupposes the annihilation on the ego so that the individual

can return to nature and the primordial Oneness. In a similar

way, to the Narrator is left only the role of spectator of the

thoatrum mundi and it is through his eyes that the reader

learns about the Ushers and their destruetion.

The monistie aspect of Vedanta "aeeka to traee phenomena

of many different kinde to a eingle eouree or principie"

(.Webster'a New Collegiate Diotionary, 1979), similarly to what

the Gnostics preach and Poe defends in his theoretical works.

Gnosticism, and Poe's metaphysics, state that the "eingle

eouree or principie," or the Godhead, suffered a split and the

resulting parte are subject to centripetal and centrifugai

forces until entropy prevails, when the opposites are

paradoxically reunited, annihilation is achieved, and a new

beginning is then possible. Likewise, Nietzsche sees the

Apollinian and Dionysian in a dialectical relation, at moments

seeraingly balanced, but always fighting to overwhelm each other.

The synthesis of this dynamic opposition is art, which is not

meant to improve or educate man, who, in turn, is not the true
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author of this art world. "On the eontrary," warns Nietzsche,

we may assume that we are merely imagea and artiatio
projeetiona for the true author, and that we have our
higheet dignity in our eignifieanee aa worka of art
- for it ia only ae an aeathetio phenomenon that l)
exietenoe and the world are eternally juatified...

It may be diffieult to assert Poe's influence on Nietzsche, if

there ever was any, but it can be suggested easily that Poe

was a Nietzschean avant Ia lettre, for the concept of the world

being justified only as an aesthetic phenomenon not only recurs

in his works but is his guiding motto.

This concept forecasts the rise of existentialism a

hundred years later, with its pessimism towards existence and

Ia naueée as a result of awareness. In fact, part of what Sartre

and Camus developed as a philosophical and literary current

eould be found as early as Poe and Nietzsche. Poe differs from

the existentialists in that, like the Gnostics, he believes that

essence prededes existence, that Logos precedes creation. But

the disgusting sensation that the "dropping off of the veil"

generated in the Narrator is altogether the same that befalls

the existentialist when faced with his condition in the world.

On the other hand, if for existentialism there is no salvation,

only commitment and bonne foia, for Poe there is a way out

- through cognition and the awakening of the Self.

By housing Dionysian content in Apollinian form, Poe

triggers a dialectical confrontation whose synthesis is the text

itself. If Nietzsche is right, then.with the synthesis comes

truth, that is to say, the text equals truth; indeed, Poe

claims as much when he says that "Truth ia often, and in very
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great degree, the aim of the tale "(Poe, 1842).

A similar confrontation of opposing drives can be seen in

the clash of the Gnostic forces of attraction and repulsion that

cancel each other out into unity, if only to reappear as the

newly formed unity which is split once again. In Gnosticism,

this unity means knowledge, which is not immutable and eternal

but ought to be always contested so that higher leveis of truth

be attained. It is this perpetuai movement from etaeia to

dynamia which propels the Narrator in his search for knowledge

and individuation.

From textual to disoourse levei

As eould be expected from a hermetic tale like "The fali

of the house of Usher," knowledge and truth are not presented

readily. On the contrary, they have to be decoded deciphered,

and discovered within the undercurrents of meaning of the

diseourse. This was experienced by the Narrator as he gazed at

the house and pondered about what it was that so unnerved him.

He

waa foroed to fali baok upon the unaatiafaetory
conolueion, that while, beyond doubt, there are
eombinatione of very eimple natural objects which
have the power of affeeting ua, atill the analyaia
of thia power liea among oonsideration beyond our
depth. It waa poaaible, he refleeted, that a mere
different arrangement of the partieulare of the
acene, of the detaila of the pieture, would be
auffioient to modify, or perhapa to annihilate ita
oapaoity for eorrowful impreaeion... (231)
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This nearly mathematical notion of arrangement and combinations

is Poe*s theory of formal construction explicited on textual

levei. In "The philosophy of composition," he explains that

Keeping originality always in view - for he ia falae to
himaelf who venturea to díepenae with ao obvioua and ao
eaeily attainable eouree of intereet - I aay to myeelf,
in the firat place, "Of the innumerable effeete, or
impreaaiona, of whieh.the heart, the intelleet, or
(more generally) the eoul ia auaeeptible, what one ehall
I, on the present ooaaeion, seleet?" Having ohoeen a
novel, firat, and eeoondly a vivid effeet, I eoneider
whether it ean be beat wrought by ineident or tone -
whether by ordinary inoidente and peculiar tone, or the
oonveree, or by peouliarity both of ineident and tone -
afterward looking about ma (or rather within) for eueh
eombination of event, or tone, ae ahall beat aid me in
the eonetruetion of the effeet.S

This principie, which is one of the basic notions of

Formalism, was taken up by several Russian Formalists. Boris

Eichenbaum, as he examined the literary discourse, theorised

that "art 'a uniqueneae eonaiate not in the 'parta' whieh enter

into it but in their original uee." Likewise, Victor Shklovsky

pointed out that "poeta are muoh more concemed with arranging

imagea than with oreating them." This is Horatio*s diepoeitio

- the two-thousand year-old notion that the arrangement of

images in speech ahould be emphasised. Such arrangement,

according to Shklovsky, does not aim to facilitate recognition,

but rather,

to make objacta "unfamiliar," to make forme diffioult,
to inereaae the diffieulty and length of pereeption
beoauee the proeeee of pereeption ie an aeethetie end
in iteelf and muet ba prolongada
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Poe is a master of making things familiar unfamiliar, or to use

a better phrase, of creating the uncanny so as "to inoreaae the

diffieulty and length of pereeption."

This works on a double levei: like the Narrator who has

to employ his intellectual faculties strenuously to understand

the effect of the simple and common elements upon him, so does

the reader, who finds himself lost in a maze of false signs and

indexes that hinder his sorting out one possible meaning. Such

diffieulty seems intentional in "The fali of the house of

Usher," for, as a Gnostic text, it ought to be hermetic; that

is, it should be understood only by the initiates. ItB cryptic

form, realised in terms of vocabulary, symbols and allusions,

and their arrangement, is supposed to be a barrier against the

profane, uninitiated man.

To increase such cryptographic effect, Poe places one

character feeling one emotion in front of a mirror. This single

character is the Narrator, who looks at the tarn and finds his

first impression - "the hideoue dropping off of the veil" -

enhanced. The "eonaeioueneee of the rapid inoreaae" of his

sorrowful feelings "aerved mainly to aceelerate the inoreaae

itaelf," such being the "paradoxioal law of ali aentimente

having terror aa a baeie " (232).As the Narrator stares at the

mirror, and is unable to perceive that what he can see is his

own reflection, his fear expands and overwhelms him.

These three elements, one character, one emotion and a

mirror, are the narrative elements Poe used to achieve his

final goal: the effect of unity. His use of the mirror creates

the illusion of a text filled with characters, and many a

critic has been fooled by Poe'8 terrifying fun-house.
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Miae en abyme

When the Narrator comments on the reflection of the

mansion he is introducing the effect of mirroring, which will

attain a climax in Roderick's reading of "The haunted palace."

André Gide named such effect miee en abyme. "J'aime aaaez qu'en

une oeuvre d'art," wrote Gide in 1893,

on retrouve ainai tranapoaé, ò l'õehelle dea peraonnagea,
le aujjet meme de cette oeuvre. Rien ne l 'éelaire mieux
et n'êtabli plue aürement toutea lea proportiona de
1'enaemble. Ainai, dana tela tableaux de Memling ou de
Quantin Metzye, un petit miroir eonvexe et sombre
reflete, ã eon tour, l'interieur de Ia pièee oü ae joue
Ia aeène peinte. Ainai, dana le tableaux dea Mêninea de
Velaaquea (maie un peu diffêrement). Enfin, en
littêrature, dana Hgmlet, Ia eeêne de Ia eomêdie; et
ailleura dana bien d'autree pièeea. Dana Wilhelm Meiater,
lea Boènea de marionettea ou de fête au ohateau. Dana
Ia Chute de Ia maieon Vaher, Ia leoture que l'on fait ã
Roderiek, ete. Aueun de eee exemplea n'eat abaolument
juate. Ce qui le aerait beaueoup plue, ee que dirait
mieux ee que j'ai voulu dana mea Cahiera, dane mon
Nareiaae et dana Ia Tentativa, e'eet Ia eomparaieon avec
ee procede du blaaon qui eonaiate, dana le premier, ã en
mettre un aeeond "en abyme".*

Lucien Dãllenbach tried to define the concept of miae en abyme

and concluded that, as means of a return of the work towards

itself, it appears as a modality of reflexion', that its essential

property is to put forth the intelligibility and the formal

strueture of the work; that it is the appanage neither of the

literary narrative (réoit littéraire) nor of literature alone

and that its name comes from a heraldic procedure,which Gide founc

outin 1891.(DALLENBACH,n.d.).42>2/ma,then is a technical term

that refers to the heart of a shield: "Ceat le eoeur de l'éeu.

On dit qu'une figure eat en abyme quand elle eet avee d'autree
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figurea au milieu da l'éau, mais sane toucher aucune de aee

figurea." What attracted Gide's attention was the image of a

shield housing, in its centre, a miniaturised replica of

itself, suggests DMllenbach, who then states that "eat miae en

abyme toute enolave entretenant une relation de eimilitude

avee l'oeuvre qui Ia contient."

In literature, the most famous and most revered example

of miae en abyme is that of the "play within a play" in

Shakespeare's Hamlet , where the prince of Denmark represents,

on stage, the murder of his father so as to show the assassin

that he knew ali about it. Hamlet uses theatre, whose function

he defines as "to hold, aa 'twere, the mirror up to nature ,"

to reveal events both past and future, this establishing the

use of miae en abyme not only as a means of recollection, but

12
also of prediction. Rather incomprehensibly, Gide disregards

Hamlet, together with "The fali of the house of Usher," as

not quite exemplifying what he meant by an episode en abyme.

Dãllenbach is intrigued by this fact because the reading of

"MadTrisfproduces an undeniable effect of reduplication in

the tale:

Ceet une double fonetion qu'y exerce le roman gothique:
fonotion emblêmatique dana Ia meeure ou, aeeoeié de
foree au protagoniete, il blaeonne, par eon titre, ee
pereonnage au tempêrament lugubre et morbidement exalte;
fonetion práfiguratriee puiaqu 'en une maniere de
eontrepoint il relate, ã mota eouverta, 1'hiatoire
même de l'halluoinante Madeline faicl .^

Dãllenbach believes to have found the answer to his puzzlement

in one of Gide'8 letter, where he comments on his La tentativa

amoureuee: what Gide had tried to write on was
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1'influenea du livre eur eelui qui l'Serit, et pendant
eette êeriture meme. (...) Le aujet agiaaant, e'eet
eoi; Ia ehôee rêtroagieaante, e'eet un aujet qu'on^
imagine. Ceat dono une mSthode d'aetion aur aoi-même,
indireote (...)**

From what Gide wrote, one may conclude that Poe tried to know

himself by writing "The fali of the house of Usher." This may

apply and may be supported by the Gnostic elements in the tale,

which, in a final analysis, can be shown to be a work of

cognition. Poe's intentions, however, were known only to him

and an attempt to find what they were is to fali into the

intentional fallacy, which shall be avoided here.

Gide tried, in his La tentativo amoureueo, to evidence

the mutual construction of the writer and of the text, that is,

un eouplage ou un jumelage d'aetivitéa portant aur un
objeet aimilaire ou, ai l'on prefere, eomme un rapport
dea rapporta, Ia relation du narrateur B ã aon reoit
R êtant homologique de oelle du pereonnage narrateur n
à aon rêeit r."

To Gide, then, the subject of the work is relational, deternined

by the relationship between the text and the one who writes it;

that is, it is duplicated from the very beginning of the

composition process. From what Dãllenbach suggests, here lies

the reason for his dismiseing "The fali of the house of Usher"

as a perfect example of miae en abyme. Gide clairas that Poe's

tale is the narration of a story, not the reciprocai construction

of a story and a narrator. The tale establishes a doubling

which, according to Gide produces only two terms of the four he

requires for a miae on abyme. In other words, "The fali of the

house of Usher" presente only n and r , and not B, R, n,and r
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in a relation of reciprocity. Consequently, the tale falls short

of satisfying Gide, "un écrivain qui avait choiai, pour aujet
" - 16problematique, Ia problématioue du aujet."

There is something wrong with Dãllenbach's reasoning:

first, the episode of the "Mad Trist" is not the main miae en

abyme in "The fali of the house of Usher." Although it may have

suggested the label of the narrative procedure to Gide, due to

the presence of a shield in the tale within the tale, it is

just an index that points to the heart of the question - "The

haunted palace," the põem Roderick composed and the Narrator

repeats. If the next is a shield that houses a smaller replica

of itself in its center, then it is Roderick's põem, which Gide

overlooked, that is the main miae en abyme. The story of the

"Mad Trist", as will be seen below, is more what Jean Bellemin-

-NoBl calls offet de eitation: it places en abyme another

fantastic text as a warrant of the veracity of the tale. It is

a kind of fantastic intertextuality supposed to make credible

the larger text, which, due to a number of references, is granted

17
the status of referent.

Supposing that Gide had not overlooked the põem, then the

second wrong point in Dãllenbach's reasoning would be the

reasoning itself. Initially, it is necessary to compare "The

haunted palace" to Dãllenbach's thesis and see if it deserves

the label of miae en abyme. His first definition of it requires

an "enelave" that holds a relation of similitude with the work

10

which contains it. "The haunted palace" repeats not only the

plot of "The fali of the house of Usher" but also the

anthropomorphic description of the mansion. Dãllenbach's

preposition is that N:R::n:r, also fulfilled by "The haunted
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palace." Here the Narrator (N) bears a relation with "The fali

of the house of Usher" (R) homologue to that borne between

Roderick (n) and "The haunted palace" (r). It is fair to believe

that this is enough to prove that Dãllenbach*s requirements are

met, and, therefore Roderick's põem is the very heart of the

tale.

A conclusion may be reached that both Gide and Dãllenbach

failed to see the principal mise en abyme in Poe*s "The fali of

the house of Usher." Gide's slip eannot be easily accounted for,

for he is the one who introduced the term into literatura. On

the other hand, Dãllenbach's can be explained by the fact that

he was trying to justify Gide, not to verify if he was correet

in disregarding the embedded põem.

In fact, Roderick'e writing activity mirrors that of the

Narrator, which mirrors that of Poe. Such miae en miroir of

writing is what Bellemin-Noel calls l'effet d'éeriture, which is

a personal mode, existential and stylistically marked, of the

19
writer enjoymg his own image of auetor. This is strikingly

similar to what can be inferred from Gide's comments on the

process of mirroring, which made Dãllenbach write that

Ia apêeularieation ecripturale ee eoutient de Ia
apéeularieation imaginaire qui permet au aujet de
l'éeriture de jouir obaeaaionnellement de l'image le
figurant tel qu'il veut ee voir: Scrivain.20

Back to diaeouree levei

Whether or not Poe was enamoured of his image as a writer

is out of the seope of this paper, but it can be said that he
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put mirrors everywhere in "The fali of the house of Usher."

The most important of them, the lake in front of the House,

introduces the idea of abyss in the very beginning, with its

"preoipitoua brink" (231). But, together with the function of

placing everything en abyme, the mirrors cast infinite

reflections within and without the house of Usher. Such

mirroring will pervade the whole story with such an intensity

that the story becomes but a reflection of the Narrator. From a

spectator, he transforme himself into the author of the theatrum

mundi. In fact, the story comes into existence at the moment

when the Narrator turns his eyes upon the lake/mirror, and

finishes when he turns them away.

The effect of unity is explicited by "the Houae of

Vaher - an appelation whieh eeemed to inelude, in the minde of

the peaaantry who uaed it, both the family and the family

manaion" (232). Externally, the building seemed to have suffered

little, in spite of its "exeeaaive antiquity," and yet "there

appeared to be a wild ineoneieteney between ita atill perfeet

adaptation of parte, and the erumbling eondition of the

individual atonea "(233). This foreshadowing of a split between

externai appearance and structural condition is more clearly

announced by the reference to the "barely pereeptible fieeure,

whieh extending from the roof of the building (...) made ita way

down the wall in a nigaag direetion, until it becarne loat in the

aullen watera of the tarn " (233).

The house isolates its dwellers and the Narrator from the

outside, providing one of the most important elements Poe

demande of a good work of art, in tíie"Philoaophy of eompooition"

- circumscription of space. He claims that it
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ia abaolutely neeeaaary to the effeet of ineulated
ineident: - it haa the force of a frame to a pieture.
It hae an indieputable moral power in keeping
còneentrated the attention, and, of eouree, muet not
be eonfounded with the mere unity of plaae.H

The family mansion is so appropriate to Poe's own requirements

that it is felt to be a tomb where the Ushers are buried alive.

It is the corresponding image, in macabre terms, of the notion

of "narrowness of consciousness," which the Self must break

through so as to become one with the universe and attain the

primordial unity.

The twins Roderick and Madeline were once a single being,

but as they were born they separated, repeating the Gnostic

version of Creation. Now, after the Fali, the two parts will

attract and repulse each other until their eventual destruction.

Roderick is hyperesthetic while Madeline, his symmetrical half,

is cataleptic, which makes each complement the other. It is

worth mentioning that their link with the House is so strong

that it even bears their characteristies. It has one half which

is sentient, like Roderick, and another half which is non-

sentient, like Madeline; it repeats their split in its structure

and will follow them in their annihilation.

The unnatural attraction that exists between brother and

sister may be considered incestuous and therefore taboo, which

fulfills one of Punter's parameters of Gothic fiction. But on

the other hand it is the Gnostic concept of attraction of the

opposites, which is the natural way of things in the cosmos

after the Fali. For Poe, it is the endless power of centripetal

forces that pull every atom towards centers of aggregation.
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The aeeond refleetion

Roderick's personality, like the house, is also split,

which he shows metaphorically through the põem "The haunted

palace." As the house reflects the Narrator, so does the

haunted palace Roderick; it is his mirror, the whole situation

mirroring that of the Narrator and the house. The palace and King

Thought explain what is happening to Roderick: in a once merry

kingdom there was a civil war and the king was overthrown. Where

spirits moved musically "To a lute'a well-tuned law," vast forms

now move fantastically "To a diaeordant melody;" where Thought

reigned, now sorrow rules.

Here the mirroring effect, or miae an abyme, reaches its

climax. The first character is Roderick, the first mirror is

his põem, and his emotion is fear. The second character is the

Narrator, his mirror is the House, and fear his emotion. It has

been commented already that the story is a refleetion of the

Narrator and that it exists only when he tells it - he is the

creator and the creature. In much the same way, the text only

comes into "existence" as the reader opens the book and starts

reading. By analogy, the text becomes a mirror for him, who

thus equals the Narrator. And then again, there is only one

character - the reader; everything else is a mirrored mirror,

or yet, "a dream within a dream."

The third refleetion: meta-narration

"Abi aeus abieaum vooat," an abyss calls for another abyss,

teaches the Bible, and so it is in "house of Usher" (Ps. 42:8).
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To the adventures of the "Mad Trist'" which acts as an indicator

of the central miae en abyme, there must be added the chain

mirroring of Roderick and his põem, of the Narrator and his

text, of Roderick and the Narrator and of the Narrator and the

Reader, which makes "The fali of the house of Usher" a paragon

of repetition of reflections. Such reflections are but an

enunciate ("The haunted palace") that refers to the bigger

enunciate ("The fali of the house of Usher") to the enunciation

(the Narrator's story) and to the code of the narrative, at the

same time, which is made possible by the support the enunciate

provides the reflexivity*. This support opperates on two leveis,

that of the narrative, which means that "The haunted palace" as

an enunciate will keep its signification like any other enunciate,

and that of the refleetion, in which "The haunted palace"

intervenes as an element of meta-signification that allows the

narrative to take iteelf ae theme.

But, ae Dãllenbach points out, "un énoneê ne devient

rêflexif que par Ia revelation de dédoublement qu'il avoue avec

l'un ou l'autre aepeet du récit." For this relation to emerge,

it is necessary, on the one hand, that the totality of the text

be gradually apprehended and, on the other hand, that the reader

as decodifier be able to move from one field of meaning to the

other. In "House of Usher," the reader will find his task

alleviated by the Narrator constantly bringing forth the

* Enunciate, enunciation and narrative are the English for
énoncé, énonciatión and récit, respectively. Enunciate, which
is a neologism for utterance and/or discourse, will be
preferred due to its closeness to both French and Portuguêse
terms. They were taken from GREIMAS and COURTÉS (n.d.).
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analogies - "... which I can compare to...,'' "... eye-like

windows ," "... as if in a dream...," "... as if of..."

etc , which, discrete at firet, turn more explicit in the

retelling of the adventures of Ethelred:

for it appeared to me (...) - it appeared to me that,
from eome very remoto portion of the maneion, there
carne, indiatinetly to my eara, what might have been,
in ite exaot eimilarity of character, the eeho (...)
of the very araakinç and ripping eound which Sir
Launoelot had ao particularly deecribed. It waa,
beyond doubt, the eoineidenee alone whieh had arrested
my attention (...). (243)

And also,

I did actually hear (...) a loa and apparently diatant,
but hareh, protracted, and moat unuaual eereaming or
grating eound - the exact eounterpart of what my fancy
had already oonjureà up for the dragon'e unnatural
shriek ae deeeribed by the romancer. (244)

Then, Roderick undertakes the task and renders a word-by-word

explanation of the sounds they had heard and the story told:

117

And now - to-night - Ethelred - ha! ha! - the braaking
of the hermit 'a door, and the death-ery of the dragon,
and tha alangor of the ehield - aay, rather, the rending
of her coffin, and the grating of the iron hingee of
her priaon, and her etrugglea within the eoppered
arehway of the vault! (245)

Both "The haunted palace" and "Mad Trist" can be considered

meta-narratives, that is, they are textual segments supported by

an internai narrator to whom the Narrator temporarily gives

place, dislocating, thus, his responsibility for conducting the
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narrative. More than that, they are reflexive meta-narratives,

in that they reflect the narrative, cut it, interrupt the

diegesis and introduce a factor of diversification in the

23
discourse. The diversification is introduced by the fact that

both internai texts are written pieces and impersonalise, for a

period of time, the narrative which had been told from an "I"

point of view - that of the Narrator.

A point can be made that the repetition of the effect of

miae en abyme would result in a shattering of the unity of the

narrative. But this is not so. The single miae en abyme splits

and denies a unified narrative; contrariwise, the multiple

reflections, in a narrative doomed to shattering, as the

fantastic one is, represent a factor of unification as the

"moreeaux métaphoriquement aimentée ae raaaamblent et eompeneent
.24au niveau thematique Ia diepereion metonimique." "The fali of

the house of Usher," then, by its multiplicity of reflections

acquires an effect of unity that confirms and fulfills Poe's

requirement of singleness in a tale. Here, the miae en abyme

provides the narrative with a leitmotiv, that of the mirror. In

Poe's mirrors, the Author, the characters and the Reader are

reflected and repeated, thus producing an abysmal text that

seems to be viewed from the wrong side of a telescope.

(...)

As the Narrator looks at the lake, he triggers ali the

events. With a conjuror's gesture, he puts a whole world to

revolve; he is the magician that operates the theatre of shadows,

its creator and its audience. Like Narcissus, he is entrapped by

his own refleetion; unlike Narcissus, he frees himself and goes

on redeemed. And he leaves with something more than when he
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arrived: the notion of a Fali that followed a split of the

primordial unity. Through fear, this mythos will be engraved

in his memory and he will be able to attain salvation by

spreading the knowledge. Such is the way of Gnosticism.

Poe puts his texts to work as convertional propaganda of

his beliefs. By propôsing another way of understanding the world

he advocates an ideology that should encompass both reason and

observation, the concept and the object, the Dionysian and the

Appolinian, the yin and the yang. He is not submitting a new

ideology instead: he is offering a way out for man, a fallen and

divided ereature always prone to commit "a bitter lapse into

everyday life." And the exit is via total knowledge: not a

one-sided apprehension of reality, but a total approach to the

universe.

Such amplification of awareness is characteristic of the

fantastic. The Narrator has altered his view of the world, as

being a predictable locus, where nature follows rigid, preordained

rules. He had a lesson on how to see the Other, as one who is in

himself as he is the Other. Once his referential marks in reality

underwent a change, the Marrator was forced to modify his ego

accordingly. Such is the.way of the fantastic.
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